
TITAN Z - INSTALLATION COST BENEFITS

Providing end-users with 
the fewest installation steps, 
superior technical performance 
and cost savings with the all-
in-one design of Titan Z.
Titan Z’s evolutionary design brings benefits of fewer 
installation steps, superior technical performance, competitive 
price as well as the lowest installed cost product on the 
market. We can demonstrate that the initial overall installed 
cost is the most competitive versus similar designs in the 
market.  We can also demonstrate the kind of savings a Utility 
may accrue by not having potential call outs in the middle 
of the night using the advantages of Titan Z’s robust design 
and the unique patent pending features of the stress control 
ZinkSil mastic. 

LEADING EDGE DESIGN & MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY

Integrated, all-in-one design incorporating stress control 
and sealing mastics enables Titan Z to have the fewest 
installation steps

O Quick, consistent and easy to install

O Less steps saves time and therefore total installation cost

O More craft friendly and greater installation efficiency for 
easier training of field crew

O Two less steps on Shielded cable and three less steps on 
JCN cable versus 3M QTIII

Incorporates sealants at bottom and top of termination, 
saving time and effort during installation

O Integrated sealant at bottom eliminates need for 
secondary application of vinyl tape used to prevent rip 
cord catching on mastic

O Minimizes risk of improper installation and potential cause 
of moisture ingress if mastic is displaced because tape is 
not applied

Built-in ZinkSil helps to mitigate poor cable prep issues 
which are the most common causes of MV cable termination 
failures. Using it’s void filling properties, ZinkSil shows 
reduced failures of cable prep flaws in lab tests

O Less failures means more uptime and productivity, greater 
service levels and lower maintenance and repair costs

O No need for extra application of silicon grease at semicon 
cutback due to void filling properties of ZinkSil mastic

O ZinkSil mastic flows into uneven cuts of the semicon 
cutback layer to provide superior partial discharge and 
impulse (BIL) performance characteristics to assure long 
term reliability

O Benchmarking tests under lab conditions simulating 
poor cable prep techniques, shows Titan Z has greater 
resiliency and outstanding performance compared to 
leading competitor 

All-in-one design minimizes risk of installation errors by 
employing integrated body with sealants and proprietary 
ZinkSil mastics

O Unique, patent pending ZinkSil material offers effective 
stress grading for better system performance. 

O Highly engineered to make product installation easy and 
reliable

O Design modelling and full IEEE 48 testing carried out 
by world class test laboratories at Kinectrics Inc., 
Transmission and Distribution Technologies Business Unit, 
Toronto, Canada



CONNECTION SYSTEMS

OPERATIONAL COST SAVINGS

Estimated cost comparison scenarios of a representative installation and 
operational model

CONNECTION SYSTEMS         shawcor.com/connection-systems

 6.5%
COST SAVINGS FROM QUICKER 
INSTALLATION TIMES

 10%
REDUCTION IN PRODUCT 
COST FROM MITIGATION OF 
INSTALLATION FAILURES

$2450
REDUCTION IN TOTAL 
INSTALLED COST FROM 
MITIGATION OF INSTALLATION 
FAILURES

up to

Assumptions:

O Basic IOU URD crew rate $400/hr

O Crew installing a 15kV 1/0 outdoor termination that the IOU paid $25/
termination

O Crew installing a competitors termination will install 24 in an 8hr day  
(term costs $600; labor cost $3,200; total cost $3,800 or $158.33/
term

O Crew installing Titan Z (3 fewer steps than our nearest competitor) 
can install 2 additional terminations in a day due to the fewer steps 
(improved efficiency); (term costs $650 (install 26); labor costs 
$3,200; total cost $3,850 or $148.07/term equates to 6.5% reduced 
cost per termination. ($10 savings)

SAVINGS ON INSTALLED COSTS

Scenario 1

The IOU market has identified that a 10% and higher rate of failure 
occurs during installation (e.g. due to competitor’s rip cord catching the 
mastic; Titan Z design eliminates this failure).  The above installed costs in 
Scenario 1 would change to:

Instead of installing 24 of the competitor terminations in a day, there 
will be a reduction to 21 and the total installed cost would increase 
to $180.95/term  (Titan Z provides an 18.2% lower install cost or an 
additional $32.88 per term cost savings)

SAVINGS FROM POTENTIAL INSTALLATION FAILURES

Scenario 2

Titan Z ZinkSil mastic has been designed to flow and therefore has unique 
void filling characteristics that would potentially mitigate a failure due to 
improper cable prep. Based on poor quality of workmanship, a competitor’s 
termination may fail due to improper cable prep and if this occurs at night 
or during the weekend, the following costs may be attributable:

O Crew labor rate of $600/hr for a minimum 4 hours

O If a competitor’s termination fails, the total cost would be: initial 
termination cost of $25.00 + replacement $25.00 + crew labor 
charges for 4 hrs $2,400. Total cost to repair/replace each 
termination is $2,450. 

SAVINGS ON POTENTIAL FAILURES DUE TO IMPROPER 
CABLE PREP AND REMEDIAL COSTS

Scenario 3


